North Hollywood Area Basic Car 15A21 - Part I Crimes
August 1 to August 31, 2018

Legend
Crime Data (55)
+ RAPE AM2 (1)
△ ROBB PM1 (1)
▲ AGG AM2 (1)
■ AGG PM1 (1)
□ AGG PM2 (2)
★ BURG AM1 (2)
★ BURG AM2 (1)
★ BURG PM1 (3)
★ BURG PM2 (3)
★★ GTA AM1 (4)
★★ GTA AM2 (1)
★★ GTA PM1 (5)
★★ GTA PM2 (1)
♦ BTFV AM1 (5)
♦ BTFV AM2 (1)
♦ BTFV PM1 (3)
♦ BTFV PM2 (3)
◊ THEFT AM1 (2)
◊ THEFT AM2 (8)
◊ THEFT PM1 (3)
◊ THEFT PM2 (4)

This Period = 55
Last Period = 50